As announced on the last day of TNC21, the 38th edition of GÉANT’s flagship conference, TNC22, will be hosted by GARR, the Italian Research and Education Network, and will take place in Trieste, Italy from June 13-17, 2022.

Words: Rosanna Norman, GÉANT

The community is invited to navigate the unexplored in the beautiful historic city of Trieste! Throughout the centuries, Trieste has been the departure point for many explorations and expeditions and it’s also renowned for its spectacular international sailing regatta, the Barcolana.

For the last two years we have all been navigating the unexplored as we have learned to manage new ways of working, new ways of living and new ways of interacting. As we look to the future and beyond the pandemic, the ways in which we interact will be forever changed. TNC22 is an opportunity to reflect on how we will reconnect with each other, on ways to explore and manage our changed environment, and on how we can emerge stronger together.

Whilst the organising team continues to monitor the development of the pandemic, our plans are to host a face-to-face event for the GÉANT community to meet in person. Basic remote participation will also be offered for those unable to travel.

Anna Wilson, HEAnet, Chair of TNC22 Programme Committee, comments: “Let’s face it, the last couple of years have taken a bite out of us. We’ve been working hard through everything that’s happened, and it’s been tough. We’ve become amazingly good at getting together remotely, but I can’t wait to see my colleagues and friends in person once more.”

Call for Proposals

On 12 October the TNC22 Call for Proposals for Single Presentations and Demonstrations opened with an invite to the community to dig deep into the collective experience of these unusual recent times and create proposals that will shape the content of TNC22.

All proposals can be submitted here.

Submission Deadlines
- 30 November 2021 – (23.59 CET) Single presentations
- 15 February 2022 – (23.59 CET) Demonstrations

The TNC22 organising team comprising representatives from GÉANT, PSNC, NORDUnet, and with the support of the local host GARR, is already enthusiastically hard at work behind the scenes with the drive to deliver another unforgettable conference for the international R&E community.

Follow TNC22 on Twitter @TNC_GEANT for news and updates and contact tnc@geant.org for any further information about the conference.

If you are interested in receiving TNC updates directly in your inbox you can subscribe here to join the TNC mailing list.
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